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1. Parking
2. Extra Coffee Shop Seating
3. Meeting
4. Coffee Shop
5. Open to Below
6. Retail
7. Grand Entrance
8. Receiving/Mech
9. Grocery
10. Convenience Store
11. Exterior Ramp
12. Flex/Indoor Market
13. Office/Storage
14. Flex Retail
15. Toilet Rooms
16. Storage/Mech
17. Green Roof
18. Deck
19. Rain Gardens
         The Minnesota experimental 
   City provides a great opportunity 
   for a marketplace. 
         Why do people shop? Physically      
   shop,I mean. Certainly not for 
   convenience. Not in this day and age, 
and certainly not in the MXC.
    People shop to fulfill the basic human 
need for interaction.
    So, how then do we facilitate the 
fundamental need to socialize while at the 
same time respecting the site, and building 
into the future? 
    The solution lies in the MXC Center. 
a building designed to respect it’s 
place, in this case, a rural city of 
the future, bring in the latest 
trends in retail and informal 
education, and of course, 
employ the most advanced 
materials and systems.
Welcome to the MXC!
Bird’s Eye looking North West
Top: Section cut looking North
Bottom: Section cut looking west
Below Grade
Site/First Floor
Second Floor
Material selection plays a 
role in giving visitors a 
chance to move from their 
private lives to a vibrant 
& busy place. brushed metal 
panels give a solid 
definition to the space, 
steel columns and beams work 
their way through the space, 
eventually making their way 
to the exterior, and glass 
brings everyone together in 
the center. 
Living in the future, opportunities present themselves for us to take advantage of, for us to use methods we had previously been 
unaware of. Traditional greenscaping, rain gardens, and green roofs are utilized. Advantages that the MXC Center has over 
traditional “green design” are: green screens for protection of North winds while still daylighting heavily used spaces, patio 
structure cantilevering over tree roots so as to burrow the user deeper into the site, and a comfortable bus stop limiting the 
need for personal parking.
Greenscaping and Green Screen Section: Cantilevered Patio
Comfortable Transportation stop with Community Gardens above
metal panel Steel 
Structure
Storefront Glass
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